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Abstract 
The connectivity and the line connectivity numbers of a graph and of its line graph are 
dependent on each other. Another important related notion is the cyclic connectedness, and we 
establish ere a strong relationship between the cyclic connectivity number and the cyclic line 
connectivity number of a graph and of its line graph. Moreover, we introduce a related new 
notion involving cliques instead of cycles and undertake a similar investigation. 
1. Introduction 
The connection between the connectivity and line connectivity numbers of a graph 
and its line graph has been investigated, among others, by Chartrand and Stewart [1] 
and Zamfirescu I-3]. Our goal here is to extend the investigation to the cyclic and 
cliquewise connectivity numbers, the definitions of which are given below. 
We follow the notation and terminology of Harary's book [2], but use a slightly 
more restrictive notion of a clique: A clique in a graph G is here a maximal (by 
inclusion) complete subgraph of G with at least three vertices. In particular, 6 and 
L(G) are the minimum degree and the line graph of the graph G. 
A graph G is cyclically n-connected if there exist n or more vertices of G, whose 
deletion decomposes G into components, at least two of which contain a cycle, and 
this is impossible by deleting fewer vertices than n. 
Similarly, a graph G is cyclically line n-connected if in the above definition 'vertices' 
is replaced by 'lines'. Further, G is called cliquewise n-connected (respectively clique- 
wise line n-connected) if in the above definition 'cycle' is replaced by 'clique' (respec- 
tively 'vertices' is replaced by 'lines' and 'cycle' by 'clique'). 
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Note that cliquewise n-connectedness implies cyclic n-connectedness, but not con- 
versely. All our graphs are connected. 
2. Cyclic connectivity 
We shall see here that a suitable lower bound for 6 guarantees that the cyclic line 
n-connectedness of a graph implies the cyclic n-connectedness of its line graph. 
Theorem 1. If the graph G is cyclically line n-connected for n >~ 2 and 
~>{(2 n+6) /4  forf°r n~3,n=3, 
then L(G) is cyclically n-connected. 
Proof. We start by remarking that, under the hypotheses of the theorem, 
6 ~> (n + 2)/3 if n ~< 10 
and 
O) 
6 >~ n/~ + 1/2 ifn ~>4. (2) 
From the existence of at least n lines in G separating together cycles in G follows 
immediately the existence of equally many cycle separating points in L(G). 
Now, suppose G is cyclically line n-connected, but L(G) has n - 1 cycle separating 
points Pl .... ,P.-1. (The case of fewer separating points is analogous.) These points 
correspond to n - 1 lines 11 .... , l._ 1 in G. 
Let C be a connected component of L(G)-  {Pl, ...,P,-1} such that C includes 
a cycle, but the corresponding connected component C' of G - {11 .. . . .  l._ 1} includes 
no cycle. Then the cycle in C must correspond to a star Kl,k of G with k/> 3. 
Case I: The centre of the star is not an endpoint of any line li. The star has k rays. 
These rays meet at least k(6 - 1) lines not belonging to the star. These lines are 
pairwise distinct because C' possesses no cycle. The procedure can be repeated. At no 
stage one can find n - 1 lines playing the roles of 11 .. . . .  l,_ 1, i.e. separating the 
original star from another component of G, since already 
as long as 6/> 3, i.e. for n ~> 4 (see (2)), and 
k(6-  1) I>3(6-  1)/>3 >n-  1 
for n = 2,3. 
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Case II: The centre qo of the star is an endpoint of some lj. The star has at least 
3 rays. Suppose all these rays end again in endpoints ql, -.., qk of l:s. If q0, q 1, ..., qk are 
endpoints only for rays of the star and lines in {ll, ..., ln- 1}, then, in the graph H with 
{ll, ..., ln_ 1} as set of lines, 
degH(qo) >/max {1,fi -- k}, 
degH(q~)>~6(G)- 1 ( i= l  ... . .  k). 
Since 6 > 4 precisely for n t> 1 1, we conclude that, for n ~< 10, 
n- l>~ ~ degH(q~)>~l+k( tS -1 )>~l+k(  n + 2 i = o  3 1)~>n 
(see (1)) and, for n >~ 11, 
k 
n-- 1 >~ ~ degH(qi) >t 6 - k + k((} - l) ~> - -  - 
i=0  
(because k >/3), which is absurd. 
n+64 k+k(  n+64 1)>~n 
If some qi belongs to a line neither in the star nor in H, then with that line we can 
start a path (because 6 ~> 2), which eventually determines a cycle in C', a contradic- 
tion. 
Suppose now that not all rays end in endpoints of li's. Then the remaining m rays 
have at least m endpoints outside H, these endpoints have again at least m new 
neighbours and so on, until we reach again sooner or later m endpoints of l:s because 
there is no cycle in C'; now the proof continues as before. [] 
We present an example showing that the lower bound condition on 6 in the above 
theorem is not redundant. 
Consider a graph G containing three paths [al, bl, cl ], [a2, b2, c2 ], [a3, b3, c3], two 
triangles with vertices al, az, a3 and cl, Cz, c3 and a star K1.5 with centre at b3 and with 
three additional vertices. Then 6 = 1 and G is cyclically line 3-connected, but L(G) is 
only cyclically 2-connected. 
The following result provides ufficient conditions for the cyclic n-connectedness of 
iterated line graphs of a given graph. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a 9raph. I f  n >>. 3, 6/> 3, 
n-2  
s >~ logz 6---S~_ 2 - 1 
and Ls- I(G) is cyclically line n-connected, then LS(G) is cyclically n-connected. 
Proof. Since the minimum degree of L(G) is at least 2t5 -- 2, by iterating we obtain 
that the minimum degree of L s- I(G) is at least 
2s- 1(6 -- 2) + 2. 
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Now, the inequality on s implies 2 5-1(6 -2 )+ 2 ~> (n + 6)/4 and the conclusion 
follows from Theorem 1. [] 
3. Ciiquewise connectivity 
We shall see here that the cyclic line connectivity number of a graph is not larger 
than the cliquewise connectivity number of its line graph, provided again the vertex 
degrees are not too small. 
Theorem 2. I f  the 9raph G is cyclically line n-connected for n >>. 2, 
{ f l f  ° rn~3,  
6 >~ + 3 for n=3,  
and L(G) is cliquewise m-connected for some m, then L(G) is cliquewise n-connected. 
Proof. Suppose G is cyclically line n-connected, but L(G) has n - 1 clique separating 
points Pl, ..., Pn- 1. (The case of fewer separating points is analogous.) These points 
correspond to n -  1 lines 11,...,l,-1 in G. Let C be a connected component of 
L(G) - {Pl . . . . .  P,-1} such that C contains a clique, but the corresponding compon- 
ent C' of G - {11 .... , l,_ 1} includes no cycle of G. Hence, the above clique corresponds 
to a star in G. 
The centre of the star cannot be an endpoint of any l~, because in that case pi would 
be adjacent to every vertex of the clique, which is impossible. 
The star has k rays, say. Then k ~> max{3, 6}. These rays meet at least k(6 - 1) lines 
outside the star, and so on. At no stage one may find the lines 11 . . . . .  l,_ i among the 
resulting lines, since already 
k (6 -1 ) /> 6(6 - 1) >j (x//n + ~) (x//-n - ~) > n - 1 
for 6/> 3, i.e. n/> 4, and 
k(6 -  1) ~> 3(6 - 1) ~> 3 > n -  1 
for n = 2, 3. This contradiction shows that the statement is true. [] 
The next result provides ufficient conditions for the cliquewise n-connectedness of 
iterated line graphs of a given graph. Its proof makes use of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 2. Let G be a 9raph. I f  n ~ 3, 6/> 3, 
s ~> log2 2x/-~ 
3 
6 -2  ' 
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L s- I(G) is cyclically line n-connected and L~(G) is cliquewise m-connected for some m, 
then U(G) is cliquewise n-connected. 
Proof. Like in the proof of Corollary 1, the minimum degree of U- I (G)  is at least 
2'- 1(6 - 2) + 2 >~ 2v/-~2- 3 + 2 = ,v/-~ + ~1 
and we apply Theorem 2. [] 
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